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Many machines such as conveyor pulleys utilise ‘self-aligning’ spherical roller bearings in cast iron housings 

known as Plummer Blocks. The challenge for many years has been to effectively seal these housings in harsh 

environments.

DASH Engineering are an Engineering Consultancy specialising in roller bearing applications and failure 

analysis. Through years of work with mining clients it became apparent that the current ‘standard’ for 

contamination mitigation (sealing) in conveyor pulley bearings is ineffective, un-reliable and un-predictable, 

resulting in failures occurring unexpectedly and costing millions in downtime and lost production.

“A solution is required”

The statement from a major Pilbara-based iron ore producer, after a series of failures and subsequent 

investigations revealing ingress of contamination to be the root cause of failure.

Data from many hundreds of bearing failure analysis investigations shows that standard ‘Taconite Seal’ designs 

are fundamentally ineffective against contamination ingress and do not allow for misalignment of the shaft or axial 

float of the bearing, both of which are required in a conveyor pulley.

The SAPO® Solution
The standard bearing for conveyor pulleys is a spherical roller bearing which allows for 

misalignment of the housing with respect to the shaft of up to 2° – 2.5°. 

The challenge for developing a housing seal that can accommodate this misalignment is that 

the centre of angular misalignment is the bearing. Therefore, the seal must articulate both 

angularly and radially, as well as allow for inherent axial bearing float.

The patented SAPO Seal design accommodates this MISALIGNMENT and FLOAT

While also offering the additional benefits of Monitorability, Maintainability and

Predictability.

Introduction



Monitorable

The SAPO Seal has negated the requirement for excess

grease in the housing cavity as has been common place

when using Taconite seals.

As a result, a SAPO Scope can be installed in the housing 

cavity between the SAPO Seal and the bearing, enabling 

visual monitoring of the internal cavity.

Maintainable

The SAPO® solution utilises a pressurized closed-oil 

system to maintain effective sealing, with an oil 

accumulator and return line mounted outside the guard. 

As such, the oil and system can be flushed, replaced, 

sampled and pressure checked all whilst operational.

Predictable

The predominant cause of premature and unpredictable 

bearing failures is ingress of ‘dirt and water’ via a 

‘Contamination Migration’ process through the Taconite 

seals. SAPO Seals successfully mitigate this contamination.

The ‘Ring Washer’ on the front of the SAPO Seal has a simple system to ensure that the 

housing is aligned within acceptable limits. There is a pair of alignment holes in the ring 

washer and face of the SAPO Seal body every 90°. It is simply a matter of ensuring that 

the alignment pin can be fitted through the ring washer and into one of the holes in the 

seal body. 

The ring washer holes are two diameters; the larger diameter allows for a maximum of 2°

misalignment and the smaller 0.5°

Simple Alignment



Generic Housing SAPO Seal Shaft Dia (d) d1 D b B PCD

SN513 SAM513 60 N/A 126 N/A 25 108

SN515 SAM515 65 N/A 131 N/A 25 112

SN516 SAM516 70 N/A 140 N/A 25 120

SN517 SAM517 75 N/A 158 N/A 25 136

SN518 SAM518 80 N/A 170 N/A 25 146

SN520 SAM520 90 N/A 175 N/A 25 149

SN522 SAM522 100 N/A 196 N/A 25 172

SN524 SAM524 110 120 210 100 40 184

SN526 SAM526 115 125 220 100 40 193

SN528 SAM528 125 135 235 100 40 209

SN530 SAM530 135 145 245 100 40 222

SN532 SAM532 140 150 250 100 40 222

SD3134 SAM3134 150 160 270 100 40 240

SD3136 SAM3136 160 170 280 100 40 250

SD3138 SAM3138 170 180 310 100 40 280

SD3140 SAM3140 180 190 330 100 40 297

SD3144 SAM3144 200 220 350 120 50 322

SD3148 SAM3148 220 240 376 120 50 348

SD3152 SAM3152 240 260 375 120 50 349

SD3156 SAM3156 260 280 430 120 50 400

SD3160 SAM3160 280 300 440 120 50 412

SD3164 SAM3164 300 320 480 120 50 448

SD3168 SAM3168 320 340 500 120 50 468

SD3172 SAM3172 340 360 520 140 60 480

SD3176 SAM3176 360 380 550 140 60 510

SD3180 SAM3180 380 400 575 140 60 535

SD3184 SAM3184 400 420 585 140 60 545

SD3188 SAM3188 410 440 605 140 60 565



Wiper Seals

For environments where SAPO Seals are to be submerged in or 

subject to impact from conveyed material or debris an additional 

protective seal can be installed to the SAPO unit.

Monitoring Boxes

For the protection and 

security of the oil 

accumulator, oil lines and 

endoscope leads. 

The Monitoring Box provides

a single, safe and secure 

access point to be positioned 

outside of the machine 

guards.  

Accessories



SAPO Scope

The bespoke SAPO Scope allows endoscopic monitoring of the housing 

cavity in a single compact unit with a powerful light source. This enables 

the performance of the SAPO Seal to be monitored, as well as bearing 

lubrication rates to ensure over-greasing is not occurring. 
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